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Introduction
This is the sixth study carried out by Shared Interest to assess the impact of lending on the
organisations we support and, in particular, the living conditions of employees, producers,
and wider community.
This study takes us to Ghana where we explore the impact of Shared Interest financial
services on Bomarts Farms Limited. Bomarts operates within the fruit sector which, as a
commodity, represents 6.1% of Shared Interest’s overall lending portfolio.
Bomarts Farms Limited started as a sole proprietorship in 1985 but later became a limited
liability company, incorporated in 2001. They obtained Fairtrade Certification in 2002, which
coincided with the growth of the movement in Europe. By this time, BOMARTS had been
exporting fresh fruits to Europe for three years.
Shared Interest’s relationship with Bomarts started in January 2013, when they were granted
a Commercial Export Credit (COEC) facility to pre-finance fresh pineapples export orders.
Bomarts fully utilised the facility with steady orders, and this in turn boosted cash flow and
facilitated business growth.
In 2014, Shared Interest granted Bomarts a Term Loan to pay for the expansion of their fruit
drying factory. The project increased the capacity of Bomarts, allowing them to buy more
fruits from their out-growers and meet the increasing international demand for dried fruits.
The Society provided a further Term Loan in 2016, to mechanise the dried fruits production
process, increase the production capacity of the factory, and create new jobs. This project
was a major milestone for the business as they were able to operate the processing factory
all year round and introduced new product lines resulting in increased revenue and profit
margins.
BOMARTS is currently operating in the Ghana Free Zone (an integrated programme to
promote processing and manufacturing of goods through the establishment of Export
Processing Zones. It also encourages the development of commercial and service activities
at ports and airports).
BOMARTS was the first Ghanaian producer to export MD2 pineapple suckers from Costa
Rica to Ghana and spearheaded their multiplication and distribution in the country. This was
supported by the Agriculture Sustainability Programme run by the Millennium Development
Authority (MIDA).

Methodology
The main objective of this study is to examine the impact of Shared Interest finance on the
growth and sustainability of Bomarts and on the quality of life of their producers and
employees, as well as other stakeholders of the business.
We used both quantitative and qualitative methods to gather the data. This included,
reviewing all proposals, annual reviews, field visits reports as well as financial reports
available from 2012 to 2017.
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We conducted a mini-survey of 50 employees and 16 producers from Bomarts and the data
obtained was analysed using software known as the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS). In addition, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 employees and 10
producers. We also interviewed the Chief Executive Officer of Bomarts, the Factory Manager,
the Plant Manager, the Quality Assurance Manager, the Certification Officer and the Farm
Managers. These interviews were analysed using both inductive and deductive content
analysis methods.
The findings revealed that the Shared Interest credit facilities have led to multiple employment
opportunities, and contributed to the expansion, and sustainability of the business.
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Overview of the fruit production sector in Ghana
The fruit industry plays an important role in Ghana’s economy. It makes a significant
contribution to the development of the country. It provides employment and contributes to
fiscal revenue.
As well as providing direct employment to producers and income opportunities for on-farm
workers, the fruit industry also creates direct employment in supporting sectors.
The intensive production and commercial exportation of tropical fruits started in Ghana in the
1990s when the government introduced its diversification programme, aimed at reducing the
country’s overreliance on primary commodities such as cocoa, timber and gold. This has led
to a rapid growth of the fruit industry in the last two decades. These fruits include mangos,
pineapple and bananas. Commercial mango production is concentrated mainly in the
deciduous forest zones of the Eastern and Volta regions of southern Ghana. In recent times,
mango production has expanded to other parts of the country, especially in northern Ghana.
Pineapple production is predominant in the Eastern Region of Ghana. The farms are equally
found in the coastal areas of the Greater Accra Region and in some parts of Central and Volta
Regions. Bananas are grown mainly in the forest zones of Western, Eastern, Brong-Ahafo
and Volta regions of Ghana.
Ghana is ideally situated for all-year tropical fruit production due to its climate, labour and
soil conditions. The European Union (EU) is one of the key markets for the tropical fruits, due
to low sea and air freight charges.
Total export volumes to the EU between 2000 and 2013 equated to 562 million Euro’s
(Eurostat, 2013).
Processing of Harvested fruits
A pineapple plant flowers only once, and produces one
pineapple and dies. Before it dies it produces offspring called
suckers. These are little plantlets that grow between the leaves
of the mature pineapple and they can be pulled out with the
hand.
MD2 is a variety of pineapple, which was introduced in Ghana
in the early 2000s to replace the sugar loaf variety to meet the
demand of the export market.
The fruits are harvested by the producers and transported to the processing centre. On
arrival, the necessary quality checks are performed to ensure the fruits are in good condition
and meet the basic requirements for processing.
The quality control team performs both physical and internal checks by looking at the colour,
size and sugar content of the fruits. After the quality checks, the fruits are washed, peeled
and cut into pieces. They are then spread on trays and taken through the treatment and
drying process. After drying, the fruits are pasteurised and conditioned. The final stage of the
process consists of coating, bagging, and boxing the fruits in readiness for the export market.
Once the process is complete, the packaged fruits are stored in a cold room until they are
transported in refrigerated containers to the port for shipment. The drying process lasts
between 15 and 24 hours with the fruits usually shipped within 24 hours of harvesting.
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Historical background of Bomarts Farms Limited
Bomarts Farms Limited was started in 1985 as a sole proprietorship by Mr Anthony
Botchway. Anthony graduated from the University of Ghana in the same year and worked for
five months at the Nsawam Canary, a fresh fruit and vegetable processing company. Whilst
there, he started his own pineapple farm. As this began to gather momentum, he resigned
from Nsawam Canary to take up a teaching appointment, which gave him extra time to
manage his farming business. In 1991 Anthony left his teaching role and became a full time
farmer.
From 1985 to 1997, Anthony was selling his farm produce to Nsawam Canary and other fresh
fruit exporters. As the business grew, he succeeded in securing an export market and in
1998, he exported fresh fruits directly to Europe for the first time. In 2001 the company got
incorporated with shareholdings from a Swiss based businessman.
In 2003, Bomarts was awarded a Government of Ghana project to produce 4.8 million
planting materials (pineapple suckers) for distribution to in-country farmers. With this
contract, Bomarts established a laboratory on their premises for the production of the
suckers.
In 2005, they had further funding from the Ghana Export Promotion Council to produce 5,000
pineapple suckers for producers. This was the period when the country was moving away
from the smooth cayenne variety of pineapple to a new variety called the MD2 to meet the
demand of the export market. These two contracts increased cash flow and led to rapid
growth of the business.
Despite these improvements, Bomarts still struggled to meet their operational costs, with
most of their profits going into farm expansion projects. This included the purchase of more
land and creation of their own mango farm. Unfortunately they were unable to fulfil orders as
they had insufficient cash to buy fruits from producers or packaging materials. Their inability
to supply their customers gradually eroded the confidence of stakeholders and in some
instances the buyers had to pre-finance the packaging materials themselves.
Lack of working capital was making business difficult and it is against this backdrop that
Shared Interest granted an export credit facility to Bomarts in 2013. The facility brought a
great change in the business operations. It enabled Bomarts to purchase the packaging
materials and fulfil orders on time. The line of credit gave them the flexibility to purchase the
fruits from producers and in the right sizes to meet customers’ expectations.
The CEO of Bomarts, Anthony Botchway, stated:

“The access to the Shared Interest export credit
facility made us more reliable and restored the
confidence of buyers in the business as we could
henceforth supply them with the required quantity of
fruits at the right time and in the right sizes”.
He further noted that, “the facility increased our

access to more reputable retail outlets on the export
markets leading to an unprecedented growth in
sales”.
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Prior to Shared Interest credit facility, Bomarts had serious challenges paying producers. The
CEO said that he had to rely on his own sources of capital to fulfil his payment obligations to
the producers. “It was a hard time for the business but the Shared Interest credit facility has
changed the situation”.
Bomarts exported fresh fruits until 2010 when they received a credit facility from the Export
Development and Agriculture Investment Fund (EDAIF) to establish their first ever processing
factory equipped with three drying ovens. The processing of dried fruits started in 2011 when
the factory was complete.
According to Anthony Botchway, they had a huge market for dry fruits but production was
very slow due to the limited number of ovens. They were struggling to meet demand within
the export market and in 2014 they approached Shared Interest for a Term Loan to purchase
three additional ovens. This led to the increase in their production capacity from one metric
tonne per day to 2.5 metric tonnes per day and subsequently to the employment of more
factory workers. It has also increased Bomarts’ ability to meet customer deadlines.
In 2016, Shared Interest granted another Term Loan to Bomarts to enable them to expand
the processing factory and restructure the production flow to meet international standards.
Before 2016, the production process at the factory was inefficient and processing took
longer. The new facility has enabled Bomarts to change from a U-shaped process flow to a
linear process flow, which flows without interruption or duplication of activity, improving the
production process and increasing productivity. Prior to this intervention, Bomarts was
unable to sustain production at the factory all year round. They used to shut down the factory
for five months after processing mangos to allow for maintenance before processing other
fruits. However, with the linear process flow, the waste generated during the production
process is moved automatically through the conveyor belts to a tractor stationed outside the
factory. The waste disposal process has therefore become more efficient. Subsequently, the
factory could process higher volumes of fresh fruits all year round.
In a semi-structured interview, Daniel Botchway, Plant Manager stated: “Thanks to Shared

Interest, we were able to introduce a new process flow, which has qualified us for new
certifications such as BRC, IFS and ECOCERT. This means we now have a greater market
penetration and access to more reputable retail organisations, which will result in increased
sales and higher profits for the business”.
In addition to improvements in the production process, Bomarts also undertook some
expansion projects at the factory. They switched from using liquefied petroleum gas to
biomass to run the boilers used to dry the fruits. The biomass technology was more cost
effective and drastically reduced their operational costs. Bomarts purchased a boiler and put
in place the necessary structures to facilitate the adoption of this new technology. They also
purchased four additional ovens, added two layers to the conveyor system, set up a
laboratory for product testing and constructed a loading bay. They built a security post,
added four changing rooms for workers, one storage facility and a conference room.
According to the Plant Manager, the term loan obtained in 2016 expanded the factory by two
thirds of its initial size and capacity.
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Impact of Shared Interest’s loans on Bomarts Farms Ltd
I.

Business growth and sustainability
Bomarts Fruit business has seen a steady growth following the export credit line and
the term loan from Shared Interest in 2013 and 2014 respectively. The export credit
facility enabled Bomarts to increase the volume of fresh fruits purchased from
producers in 2014. They were also able to procure packaging materials in large
quantity. This led to a sharp rise in their sales volume from 12 metric tonnes in 2013
to 186 metric tonnes in 2014 representing 1,450% growth rate. The sales value also
increased by over 50% during the same period. Before 2010, Bomarts’ was recording
losses but this was reversed in 2014, with the business posting a positive net profit
for the first time in four years. Graphs 1, 2 and 3 show the sales volume and value of
the business from 2011 to 2017.
Graph 1: Sales Volume of Bomarts from 2011 to 2017
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Graph 2: Sales and Net Profit in Ghanaian Cedi GHS
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Bomarts did experience a decline in sales volume in 2016, which you can see on the
graph that otherwise depicts a steady growth. At this time, Ghana experienced a
prolonged drought, which adversely affected fruit production in the country. There
was also an outbreak of pests that infested mango plantations, leading to a poor
harvest. These two occurrences are understood to have affected business
performance following access to a Shared Interest credit facility in 2013.
Graph 2 shows a sharp rise in sales and net profits in 2015. The net profit moved from
negative to positive and the sales increased very significantly that year. This
achievement coincided with the term loan Shared Interest granted Bomarts in 2014
to purchase three additional ovens, which boosted the production capacity of their
processing factory.
Ms. Vida Ofori, the Factory Manager stated: “The support of Shared Interest through

the term loan has brought a great change in the operations of the factory. We
increased our production capacity and fulfil all orders and this has raised our profile
with buyers, leading to increase in sales and profit margins”.
Following the restructuring and expansion of the factory in 2016, Bomarts’ sales
reached record level in 2017. According to the factory manager, further sales
increases are anticipated as they pursue additional certifications, which will give them
access to larger export markets. The term loans had a positive impact on the asset
base of the company as they were able to acquire production equipment such as
ovens, conveyor belts, and boilers. Since 2012, the net asset of Bomarts has been
negative until 2015 when there was a turnaround. Graph 3 shows the net asset of the
business from 2011 to 2017.
Both the CEO and the Head Accountant confirmed that the sharp increase in net asset
in 2015 was attributed to the improvement in the profit margins of the business
following the 2013 and 2014 interventions through the loan finance.

Graph 3: Net asset of Bomarts from 2011 to 2017 in Ghanaian Cedi (GHS)
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From Graph 3, it is evident that the business moved to another level of growth from
2015 and this growth was sustained through to 2017. The adjustments to process
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flow and the expansion of the factory in 2016 played a major role in the growth and
sustainability of Bomarts.
According to Plant Manager, Daniel Botchway; “The support from Shared Interest has

helped re-equip and reposition the factory and now we look at the future with much
confidence.”
This was reiterated by the CEO when he said: “The greatest impact of Shared Interest

intervention has been the transformation of the processing factory to an internationally
accepted standard.”
As a result of this, Bomarts was approved for an organic certification in 2018. At the
time of this report they were also acquiring British Retail Consortium (BRC) and the
International Featured Standard (IFS) certifications, which are expected to access
new markets. (The BRC is a global standard for food safety. Today the BRC Global

Standard for Food Safety has almost 16,000 certified sites in over 100 countries
world-wide. The IFS is also food and non-food certification standard.)
As part of this study, we carried out a mini survey with 66 respondents including 50
employees and 16 producers of Bomarts. The survey participants were asked to
indicate their perception about the growth and sustainability of Bomarts as a business
during the past five years. The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Producers and employees perception about the growth and sustainability of
Bomarts
Statement

% of
respondents
agreeing with
the statement

The business has seen a significant growth during the past 5
years
The business has seen some growth during the past 5 years
but not very significant
The growth of the business has been very slow during the past
5 years
The business has not seen any growth during the past 5 years
The business has seen a decline during the past 5 years

54%
38%
5%
3%
0%

The highest percentage of respondents believed that Bomarts’ business has grown
significantly in the five years up to 2017. Further analysis of the results revealed that
some of the respondents (producers) were not aware of the developments at the
processing factory and could not ascertain the level of growth of the business.
Bomarts’ purchasing clerks go to the farms to buy the fruits from the producers and
transport them to the factory. As a result, most of the producers work remotely from
the factory and subsequently could not experience the changes in the business
operations of Bomarts. These producers belong to the 3% who think that the business
has not seen any growth during the past five years.
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The respondents were also asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with the
performance of the business during the past five years. The results are presented in
Graph 4.
Graph 4: Respondents’ level of satisfaction with the performance of the business
over the past five years
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Table 2: Perception of producers and employees about Shared Interest’ contribution
to the growth and sustainability of the business.
Statement

Shared Interest loans have contributed significantly to the growth and
sustainability of the business during the past 5 years
Shared Interest loans made some contributions to the growth and
sustainability of the business during the past 5 years
Shared Interest loans made just a little contribution to the growth and
sustainability of the business during the past 5 years
Shared Interest loans did not contribute at all to the growth and
sustainability of the business during the past 5 years
Shared Interest loans have slowed down the growth and sustainability of
the business during the past 5 years
II.

% of
respondents
agreeing
with the
statement

31%
42%
27%
0%
0%

Employment and livelihood impact of the loans
Financial support from Shared Interest has led to the creation of several jobs for youth
near to the factory. 90% of factory and pineapple farm workers live in the Doboro
community. This was confirmed by the Factory Manager and the Certification Officer
during my visit.
In 2014, when Bomarts increased the production capacity of the factory, they needed
more workers to process the increased volume of fruits. Additional workers were
recruited to sort, wash, peel and cut the fresh fruits. Additional workers were also
engaged to handle the new drying ovens and others to work at the packaging unit.
The total number of employees increased from 40 in 2013 to 150 in 2014 representing
12

275% growth rate. In summary, this shows that Shared Interest finance helped in
creating 110 new jobs at Bomarts.
Following the expansion and restructuring of the factory in 2016, a further 50 new
jobs were created. Graph 4 shows the number of employees at the factory from 2011
to 2017.
In addition to factory workers, Bomarts has offered employment to many men and
women in their pineapple and mango plantations in the Eastern and Volta regions of
Ghana. They currently have over 400 workers on the various farms.
The expansion of the factory means higher demand for processed fresh fruits. In order
to ensure a sustainable supply of fruits, Bomarts continues to expand its farms, and
increase the number of farm workers, thereby contributing to the livelihoods of many
households in the communities where the farms are located.
They currently own 1,700 acres of pineapple farms and 1,050 acres of mango
plantations.
Graph 4: Number of factory workers at Bomarts from 2011 to 2012
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In the survey, the majority of employees have seen a good level of improvement in
their working conditions. According to the Factory Manager, Vida Ofori, there have
been increases in the wages and salaries of workers since 2014 and the daily rate
paid has always been above the national daily minimum wage. She also noted that
payment of workers’ wages and salaries has been regular and there have not been
any salary arrears for the past five years.
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Table 3: Comparison between National Daily Minimum wage and Bomarts Daily Rate
from 2012 to 2017 in Ghanaian Cedi’s GHS
Year

National Daily Minimum Wage

Bomarts Daily Rate

2012

GHS 4.48

GHS 5.50

2013

GHS 5.24

GHS 5.50

2014

GHS 6.00

GHS 12.00

2015

GHS 7.00

GHS 15.00

2016

GHS 8.00

GHS 15.00

2017

GHS 8.80

GHS 15.00

Apart from the regular payment of wages and salaries, Bomarts provides lunch for its
workers at a highly subsidised rate, with workers contributing only 15% of the overall
cost.
They also have access to free transportation to and from home.
From the Fairtrade Premium, Bomarts provides educational support to the children of
their workers; they pay the tuition of all workers whose children are in senior schools
and university. Books and other learning tools are also provided as required.
In addition, workers have access to free primary healthcare. The company organises
health screening periodically for all workers and also contributes to their pension fund.
Bomarts also offers a revolving loan scheme for workers to help them undertake other
income generating activities.
The CEO stated that the renovation and expansion of the processing factory has
made it possible for the organisation to provide employment to workers all year round.
In 2016, Bomarts started the processing of two additional products; bananas and
coconut. Unlike previous years, the factory is able to run throughout the year,
providing a regular source of income for its workers.
Plant Manager, Daniel Botchway, stated: “Prior to 2016, Bomarts used to shut the

factory for five months to allow for maintenance after processing mangos but today
we are able to process pineapple, bananas and coconut right after the mango season
is over due to the restructuring of the production process and we thank Shared
Interest for supporting us to achieve all year round production”.
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Table 4 below shows the survey results of workers’ perception about their working
conditions for the past 5 years.

The working conditions have not improved at all
during the past 5 years

2%

The working conditions have seen some
improvement during the past 5 years

32%
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Bomarts has improved the working environment for workers. As part of the expansion
process in 2016, they added eight additional rooms to the factory including a big
storage room, a packaging room, a processing room, a laboratory, a conference
room, a store and two changing rooms for workers.
In addition they constructed a security post which ensures the security of the facility
against theft and a summer hut where workers can relax during break time. The
expansion has made the working environment more spacious and comfortable for
workers.
The restructuring of the production flow has also made work easier, less stressful and
more enjoyable for the factory workers. They provide regular training to their workers
on hygiene and sanitation, health and safety, and work ethics to enhance their
performance on the job.
Through the provision of employment and regular payment of wages and salaries,
Bomarts has contributed to the improvement in the livelihood of many households in
the community.

Some workers on
Bomarts pineapple
farm
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A group of
Bomarts' mango
farm workers in
the Volta Region
of Ghana

During our visit to Bomarts in 2018, one of the factory workers,
Esther Sackey, explained how her employment at Bomarts
brought a change in her life and enabled her to give a better future
to her younger siblings.
Esther is 36 year old and she is the fourth child of a family of nine.
Her parents are peasant farmers living in the Eastern Region of
Ghana.
They could not afford to provide adequate food for the household
due to their low income level. She dropped out of school in 1998
and was helping a woman in the community to sell oranges by
the roadside but the income from this activity was inadequate to
meet her survival needs.
In 2014, Esther was employed at Bomarts as a factory worker. She has since improved the
living conditions of the family and financed the education of her younger siblings. Two have
completed their secondary education and one has successfully completed university
education.
Frank Takyi has also shared his story with us.
Frank is 45 years old and worked as a guitarist in the early
2000s.
Income from this job was irregular as he was only paid when
the band got a contract to perform at a function. His mother
was a baker and he depended on her for his livelihood until he
was employed as a pineapple harvester in 2012. Two years
later he was promoted to Team Supervisor.

“My living conditions have improved since then and instead of
depending on my mother for my livelihood, I have taken over
the responsibility of providing for her upkeep”,
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In 2015, Frank built his own residential accommodation. He also financed the
education of his son through secondary school and the latter is about to enrol in the
police training school.
This case study illustrates how financial support from Shared Interest has enabled
Bomarts to contribute to a better standard of living through the provision of
employment and access to a regular source of income.
The export credit and term loan facilities have also impacted positively on Bomarts’
producers and suppliers over the past five years. The export credit facility has
improved the cash flow of the business, leading to increases in the export volume of
fresh fruits. Since 2013, Bomarts has been buying increasingly higher volumes of fresh
fruits from the producers.
As part of this study we visited the Adumanya Mango Farmers and Marketing Cooperative Society, the main suppliers of fresh mangos to Bomarts.
According to Joseph Odonkor, chairman of the co-operative, ‘Bomarts has put a
smile on the face of the members of the co-operative since 2013.’
He noted that the years preceding were very difficult for the producers. They had no
reliable markets for their fruits and recorded huge losses after each harvest season.
They were supplying the local market but demand for their fruit was low and the price
paid did not meet the cost of production. In most cases, fruits were left to rot on the
farm as no one was interested in buying them.

He said, “Life was unbearable for mango producers until Bomarts stepped in following
receipt of the Shared Interest loan”.
Joseph informed us that in 2013, his total harvest was 200 metric tons of fresh fruits
but he could only sell five metric tons out of the total volume. Had it not been the
timely intervention of Bomarts buying the additional fruit, the greater part of the fruits
would have been left to rot.
With the export credit facility granted, Bomarts were able to purchase 70 metric tons
of mangos from Joseph and this helped him to recover some of the production costs.
The subsequent years were very good as Bomarts have bought all of his fruits.
He stated that Bomarts were very supportive of producers during the past five years.
According to him, Bomarts had supplied producers with credit at a subsidised price
to pay for the maintenance of their gardens; they have also provided working capital
and transportation during harvest. In addition, producers reported that they have been
receiving regular training from Bomarts on best farming practices which has been very
beneficial.
In 2014, Bomarts supported producers to fight a fruit flies infestation by supplying
bait to trap the flies to minimise the impact. In 2016, they supplied agro-chemicals to
control bacterial black spot disease. These interventions led to an increased yield and
higher income for producers. All of the producers we interviewed reported a great
improvement in their livelihoods.
The CEO of Bomarts indicated this was made possible with the support of Shared
Interest through the credit facilities.
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The chairman of Adumanya Mango Producers and Marketing Co-operative Society,
Joseph Odonkor stated: “Bomarts and their funding partners have changed the story

of mango producers in the community; we have liable market for our produce and we
are proud to be in this business as it has raised our standard of living”.
From the mini-survey results, 87% of the producers agreed with the statement that
they have been supplying an increasingly higher volume of fruits to Bomarts during
the past five years. 87% agreed that their income from mango production had
increased steadily during the past five years and 13% strongly agreed. No
disagreement was recorded, indicating that all producers surveyed were in agreement
that their production level has gone up.
The producers were also asked to indicate their level of agreement with the statement
“my income from mango production has enabled me to improve my quality of life
during the past five years”. The results show that 60% of the respondents agreed with
the statement; 33% strongly agreed and 7% did not express an opinion. We can
therefore conclude that the majority if not all the producers have experienced some
level of positive change in their livelihood during the past five years. The stories we
documented during our visit also confirmed these results.

Members of the Adumanya Mango Farmers and Marketing Cooperative Society
The Adumanya Mango Farmers and Marketing Co-operative Society constructed an
office complex with conference rooms to host social events and generate a rental
income.
According to the Chairman of the co-operative, construction of the office is an
indication of the improvement in the organisation’s income.
He said “Before Bomarts’ intervention, we were holding our meetings under trees as

we did not have an office. However in 2013, Bomarts helped us to obtain the Fairtrade
Certification and with the Fairtrade Premium we were able to put up this office
complex.”
The Chairman indicated that plans were far advanced for the construction of a primary
school in the community. At the moment, many children are deprived of education
because their parents cannot afford the cost of transportation to reach schools in
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neighbouring towns. The school project is high on the agenda of the co-operative and
they have already acquired the land for the project.
Samuel Domale, a 62 year old mango producer and
supplier of Bomarts shared with us his experience in
the mango production business.
Samuel is married with four children. He is a trained
accountant but resigned from his job 10 years ago
to become a full time mango producer as he saw
great potential in this business.
He has been in the mango production business for
the past 18 years. Samuel started his mango
plantation on five acres of land but as at the time of
our visit, he had 50 acres.
Before Bomarts’ intervention in 2013, Samuel was
selling his fruits at the local market for a very low
price as the buyers dictated the price. After
supplying the fruits, payment was uncertain and it
could take several months before receiving a part payment from the buyers. This was
a disincentive for Samuel to expand his plantation and in many instances the fruits
rotted on the farm due to the inability of local buyers to take large volumes.
Samuel said, though he was incurring huge losses, he had high hopes that the
situation would change one day, and that day finally came with Bomarts coming into
the picture in 2013.
Bomarts indicated their readiness to take all the production and this led Samuel to
increase his production.
He said, “Previously I was inducing only a small number of trees to control production

and reduce post-harvest losses as there was no readily available market. With
Bomarts’ intervention, I have now increased my production from 30 metric tons to
150 metric tons and my income has improved considerably.
“I am in the process of doubling my current level of production as Bomarts has
increased the processing capacity of their factory and require more fruits.
“In the past, it was hard to find money to maintain my plantation but with the support
of Bomarts and the increase in my income level, this has become easy”.
By 2016, Samuel had a higher income and was able to fix his old tractor which had
been broken for 10 years. He constructed a farm house and reported that his personal
savings had gone up significantly. Samuel now employs on the average 35 people in
his plantation.
Narh Stephen is also one of the producers supplying Bomarts with fresh fruits and he
told us of the changes he experienced.
Stephen is 46 years old, married with three children. He was a vegetable and plantain
farmer until 15 years ago when he decided to start a mango plantation. Just like
Samuel, he was supplying the local market until 2013 when he was introduced to
Bomarts.
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He said business with Bomarts has been very good.

“Unlike the local market, Bomarts take all my fruits
and at a good price; payment has been prompt and
regular.”
Stephen had a five acre mango plantation but since
Bomarts has started buying all his fruits, he has
increased the plantation to 18 acres. He recently
leased 80 acres of land to start a new mango
plantation due to the high demand from Bomarts.
With his improved income, Stephen has bought a
pick up vehicle and built a six bedroom house for
rental purposes.

III.

Social, gender and environmental impact of the loans
Bomarts has undertaken education, health, water and sanitation projects in the local
community.
To promote access to basic education, they provided funding for the construction of
educational facilities in Mmampehia, a community located in the Eastern Region and
Tafe in the Volta Region of Ghana. Over the years, Bomarts has been supporting
schools with teaching and learning materials and cash donations during their speech
and prize-giving events. In 2011, the company established a scholarship scheme to
help their workers children access secondary education; paying for the tuition and
food. In 2014, Bomarts expanded the scheme to cover children in university
educational institutions.
Bomarts has also been investing in health infrastructure to promote access to quality
health care in the various communities. The organisation made a cash donation
towards the expansion of health centre and maternity wing in Nsawam in the Eastern
Region of Ghana. They renovated the Oboom and Tafi health posts located in the
Eastern and Volta Regions respectively. They donated furniture and some equipment
to these two health care centres to facilitate health care delivery.
Bomarts carried out a waste management project in the Nsuobri community in 2011,
funding the construction of four boreholes; two in Aboasa, one in Tafi and another
one in Gyankrom to provide access to potable water for these communities. They also
constructed 18 toilet facilities in the Doboro community. All geared towards ensuring
sound levels of hygiene and sanitation in order to promote good health among the
communities.
Bomarts’ social interventions were also in the area of security. The company
supported the Adeiso police with IT equipment to enhance their administrative work.
They also funded the construction of a packing shed for the Nsawam police and
continue to promote peace and security in the communities.
Periodically, Bomarts supports the communities with cash donations during special
events such as festivals and community durbars.
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In 2011, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) carried out an environmental
audit on Bomarts and they were granted the EPA certification, showing that the
business complies with all environmental protection regulations in the country.
Bomarts uses a waste treatment and disposal system called the reed system. All liquid
waste generated at the factory is carried through pipelines to segmentation tanks,
which sieve the liquid by removing all fruit debris. From the segmentation tanks, the
liquid passes through 10 different tanks for treatment. The tanks known as reed beds
contain special plants called Verteva. These plants have the ability to absorb the
chemical content of the liquid waste. By the time the liquid gets to the tenth reed bed,
it becomes completely purified and safe for disposal into the environment. At this
point the purified waste water is channelled through the pipelines to the public drains
with no adverse effects to the environment.
The solid waste generated by the factory is treated differently; the mango seeds and
coconut shells are used as combustible energy to power the boilers in the factory.
Bomarts is also in the process of starting a compost-making facility for all fruit peel
produced from the factory.
Climate change has been a big issue for Bomarts as pineapple production requires a
consistent rainfall pattern. The annual rainfall has dropped from 1,500 mms to 750
mms, since 2013. In response to this decline, Bomarts started sprinkler irrigation but
later moved to a more effective and sustainable drip irrigation system in 2016.
Bomarts also provide the farmers with regular training on climate change adaptation
and mitigation as well as environmental protection and sustainability issues.
They are aware of the importance of promoting gender equity as an organisation and
although they do not have a specific policy, they ensure that both men and women
are equitably represented in the structures of the organisation. It is worth noting that
80% of their workers are female and the expansion of the Nsawam maternity clinic
remains one of their greatest gender impact interventions.
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Conclusion
Bomarts’ finance from Shared Interest played a critical role in the growth and sustainability
of the business.
Both workers and producers have reported improvements in their livelihoods since 2013. It
was clear from the study that Bomarts wouldn’t have been able to provide this level of support
without access to Shared Interest’s lines of credit. The credit facilities enabled Bomarts to
expand the factory and increase their production capacity, create more jobs and increase
sales. Producers are able to make good income as Bomarts buy their fruits at a fair price and
provide them with a reliable market so they no longer experience post-harvest losses.
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